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ABSTRACT

Innovation not only refers to the innovation of products and technologies, it can also be various types of innovations such as new strategies and new services. Although Apple products have already occupied some of their competitive advantages, if there are no innovative products, it will still lead to loss of customers. This paper uses innovation radar to analyze the innovation opportunities of Apple's newly released AirTag product on April 30, 2021, and determine whether it can bring Apple a competitive advantage. And concluded that in the analysis of innovation radar, AirTag helped customers solve many problems and made the search more convenient. At the same time, it has brought more benefits to Apple and put Apple in a competitive advantage for the time being.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although this product is not the first location search product in this market, it differs from other products in that it uses the U1 chip to make the location more accurate. This Apple product not only helps you find the place where the item is placed faster and more accurately, but also brings you more convenience. And in real life it is needed by many people, so he attracted me. Through this research, it is determined whether the closer integration of VR and product functions in AirTag will affect the development direction of electronic technology products and the market? Will the release of AirTag bring more benefits and stronger competitive advantages to Apple? The significance of this paper is not only to show the importance of innovation to a company, but also to let everyone know that although the road to innovation is difficult, it must be brave to innovate. From the perspective of the market, Apple is always at the forefront of innovation. When it releases a new product, many companies will imitate it. Therefore, Apple has always had a competitive advantage in not only being brave to innovate, but also in improving the performance of its products in response to customer needs. Judging from the release of this new product by Apple, the future direction of electronic technology product companies may focus on "VR intelligence" and no longer only exist in a two-dimensional plane.

2. ANALYSIS OF INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS-AIRTAG

In this era of rapid development of electronic technology, every innovation brings a different experience. However, in the electronic technology industry, Apple can have a competitive advantage because they are constantly innovating[5]. At the Viva Technology conference, Apple CEO Tim Cook said: "They are doing a lot of work on a lot of projects, but they have not succeeded, and although there will be many failures on the way to innovation, they may gain more important things in the process of trying, thing."

In addition, Tim Cook also said: He is excited about AR because it will improve our lives [2]. Therefore, Apple's future products will develop towards AR. It is not difficult to find that Apple has slowly applied AR technology to certain devices, i.e., Measure in the iPhone, which is a virtual measurement tool. Although people don't have a ruler, we can also use mobile phones to measure the width of the bed and the size of the wardrobe. However, this new product of AirTag also applies AR technology, and the built-in U1 chip makes the positioning more accurate. Although there were similar products on the market before AirTag was released, they all used Bluetooth for positioning. AirTag adopt special chip technology to add visual and auditory prompts to help customers perform more precise positioning. This is the technological innovation, which
AirTag is a product that can track items that customers consider important, such as bicycles, pets, keys, wallets and other items. People can attach AirTags to objects. When they can’t find these things, use the Find My app on the phone to search for signals. These devices will send the AirTag's location to iCloud, and then the customer can follow the directions on the phone. Find the item. In other words, the current Find My app can be used not only for searching between Apple products, but also for third-party searches. And the entire search process is encrypted to protect the privacy of customers.

Then, the opportunity of innovation is analyzed using the 12 dimensions of the innovation radar. Next, we will analyze the innovation opportunities of AirTag mainly from the dimension of solutions. Solution refers to the creation of customized products that can solve client-side integration problems. In fact, the advertisement about the AirTag conference reflected the application of this new product to U1 chip AR technology and can effectively solve customer problems.

The content of the advertisement is that a person is in a hurry to go out but can’t find the key. He lets AirTag play a sound through his mobile phone, and then he dives into the sofa looking for the key. In the world of the sofa, he is small, and he can truly see the scene on the sofa and find the location of the key. This is the embodiment of U1 chip AR technology, which applies a virtual way to find objects, making the scene more realistic and positioning more accurate. The application of the U1 chip has changed the previous application of Bluetooth technology. Bluetooth can only determine an approximate location. When we are close to an object, it cannot be more specific. It only helps us narrow the range. However, AirTag uses the U1 chip, and precise positioning is its slogan. It also shows that this technology will have more advantages than basically all locator technologies on the market. It enlarges the location of the item, and the customer can accurately find the location of the item through the visual and auditory prompts of the mobile phone. It reflects the virtual arrow above the real view, rather than a two-dimensional plan view. Guide people to find a more precise location.

AirTag was born to help people find important items. In today's life, people often forget where they left something because they are busy or careless. Just like people always look for mobile phones, keys and wallets before going out, and often forget where they locked their bicycles or other various problems. Through a certain experimental design, it is also found that the search time for items with a locator on the item will be greatly reduced than that without a locator on the item, and people prefer that the locator can support visual and auditory technologies [4]. However, AirTag combines such technology to support vision and hearing. In the previous Find My app, only when a customer lost an Apple-related product could they use one of the products to make the missing product make a sound, and then the customer would use the released sound to find the lost iPhone, iPad, etc. Now you can send the location after the signal is detected, and then the customer can follow the direction of the arrow to find the item through the direction of the mobile phone, so that the item can be found more quickly.

However, after the release, it was suggested that its code could be easily cracked and might even be used by others for malicious tracking. When a tracker is put in a person's bag, it takes three days for the initial AirTag to send out an alert of being tracked. On June 17, 2021, Apple issued an announcement to fix this bug, shortening the time to less than 8 hours. But the current security risk is that only the iPhone can retrieve the alarm, so Apple is developing an Android application that will make Android permanent and prevent it from being tracked. Apple has released such an innovative product that not only can use an updated technology to effectively solve the problem that people are troubled by finding things in their lives, but also continuously improve and update the performance of the product through customer feedback. If it is expressed by scores in the radar, it can reach ten points.

Through a more specific analysis of AirTag's innovation opportunities, an overall radar chart can be obtained as is shown in Figure 1. In general, although AirTag still needs to be improved in more aspects, it is technically a relatively innovative technology in the field of electronic technology. It can bring more convenience to people. It can be said that this innovation is temporarily unsuccessful, but through continuous improvement, it will be a very successful product. AirTag is another new product after the release of Air pods. Apple users now need new products to hit the market. In fact, the research and development of this product also has an impact on the electronic technology industry, which puts Apple temporarily in a position of competitive advantage. Because other products are in the Bluetooth search stage, the precise positioning technology was first developed and put into market application by Apple.
3. CONCLUSION

This paper studies the advantages of AirTag this innovative product to Apple and its impact on the future development of the entire electronic technology industry. This paper studies the advantages of AirTag this innovative product to Apple and its impact on the future development of the entire electronic technology industry. Through the application of solution in the innovative radar, it can be analyzed that although there are already similar products on the market, the AirTag launched by Apple has solved the problem more effectively from the perspective of consumers. It is more in line with the needs of customers. And now is the time when there is a shortage of chips, AirTag has applied the U1 chip, making it difficult for other technology companies to imitate quickly in a short time. This can give Apple a temporary advantage.

In fact, behind every company's success is continuous experimentation. Even such a successful company, Apple, is in the process of continuous experimentation and improvement to obtain products that satisfy customers. The success of innovation depends not only on whether the company has developed a product or technology that can affect the entire industry, but also on whether the development of a certain technology or the application of a certain strategy can also bring more convenience, which is also innovation. Although AirTag has had a lot of problems right after its release, through continuous improvement, this innovative product will be recognized by more people. Then, the research and development of AirTag also put the company into a state of competitive advantage.
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